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CYBER Gadget Corporation

11+1 retro game systems in 1 console emulator
2017 Overseas Launch!

CY - RF - AC

CY - RF - BC

Tokyo, Japan, (31/8 /2016) - CYBER Gadget Corporation will release Retro Freak

for the overseas market in 2017.

Retro Freak is a console emulator which can run over 9000 game titles of

11different retro game systems.

Overseas Edition will include NES Cartridge Converter, addition to Japanese
Edition.

11+ NES (NES: FC overseas edition) makes total of 12 retro console systems you
can play on Retro Freak.

This release will also satisfy CE marking.
Please take a look at details on a separate page.

Contact

SALES : eigyou@cybergadget.co.jp
CUSTOMER : support@cybergadget.co.jp

NOTICE : This product is NOT Licensed or Endorsed in any way by Nintendo Co.,Ltd. and other companies
http://www.cybergadget.co.jp/
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【Product Details】
■Product Name：Retro Freak

CY - RF - AC ／ CY - RF - BC

■Emulating Systems：FC／SFC／SNES／GB／GBC／GBA／MD／GEN／PCE／TG-16／
PCE SG／NES (by using NES Cartridge Converter included in the package)
■Price：Varies by countries
■Release Date：2017
■Packaged Components：
【CY-RF-AC】Main Retro Freak Console System, Cartridge Adapter, RetroFreak Standard Controller
(cable length 1.8meter), HDMI cable (cable length 1meter), AC adapter ( AC adapter
and 2 types of plugs*) + NES Cartridge Converter

*This does not include Japanese plug type.

【CY-RF-BC】Same components of CY-RF-AC + Controller Adaptor, USB cable (0.8 meter)
■Copyright：（C）2016 CYBER Gadget Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
■Website：http://www.cybergadget.co.jp/retrofreak/

【Festures】

Retro Freak

NES Cartridge Converter

1 . 11+1 console systems, over 9000 game titles playable on this one system (*1)
2 . Compatible to current TV standard relies on HDMI input
3 . Ability to save data even if a cartridge has exhausted SRAM battery
4 . Ability to save data at any point of a gameplay
5 . Ability to use USB controllers such as PS3/PS4 controllers
6 . Ability to remap buttons
7 . Ability to control graphics and sound qualities
8 . Ability to install games from cartridges (*2)
9 . Cheats Functions are available for all the retro game systems (*2, *3)
10 . Ability to use official controllers that came with retro game console systems using the Controller
Adaptor
*1: Using the Gear Converter (sold separately) allows you to play Game Gear, Sega Mark III (Cartridge,
My Card Mark III), and SG-1000 (Cartridge, Othello Multivision Cartridge, My Card)
*2: This function needs microMD (sold separately)
*3: This function needs a device with microMD reader and internet connection
NOTICE : This product is NOT Licensed or Endorsed in any way by Nintendo Co.,Ltd. and other companies
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